
Courtside Cottages, encompassing

five cottage-style residences, is  

devoted exclusively to the care of 

those with memory loss as a result 

of Alzheimer’s or dementia. At The 

Bridge, we focus on the specialized 

needs of seniors who remain self- 

sufficient enough to reside in an  

assisted-living environment while 

providing them with the enhanced 

care they might require.

Courtside Cottages of Vacaville

431 Nut Tree Road
Vacaville, Calif. 95687

(707) 449-1350
www.courtsidecottages.com
info@courtsidecottages.com

Fax: (707) 449-9950

RCFE LICENSE # 486803091

At Courtside Cottages, we understand the  
challenges of finding memory support care  
for your loved one. We’re happy to provide  

additional information, answer any questions 
you have or schedule a visit to our Vacaville 

community so you can see for yourself how 
we help our residents live life every day.

A  P L AC E  W H E R E  
L I F E  I S  L I V E D

W e l c o m e  t o

The Bridge at 
Courtside Cottages



A CARING HOME WHEN HOME 

ISN’T AN OPTION

     The Bridge at Courtside Cottages is a unique 
residential community where individuals with 
the early signs of memory loss can flourish in a 
safe, caring environment while still maintaining 
their independence. Here, residents can choose 
how to spend their time. They can dine out, shop 
and worship just as they would at home – because 
they are home. Our goal is to keep your loved ones 
connected to the richness of their lives with the 
freedom to pursue their passions and pastimes.

 

AT THE BRIDGE AT COURTSIDE  

COTTAGES, RESIDENTS ENJOY:

• Continued independence under 
the 24-hour supervision of our 
staff, specially trained in memory 
support

• The safety and care of a community 
dedicated entirely to residents 
with Alzheimer’s and dementia.

• A secure homelike environment 
with nutritious, home-cooked 
meals, expanded dining options 
and family-style service

• Activities and outings chosen by 
residents based on their interests 
and pastimes

• Assistance with daily activities, 
medication management and full 
housekeeping and linen services 

• Scheduled transportation service

• Pet therapy and on-site beauty 
salon

• A focus on family enrichment and 
brain fitness activities

• Beautiful courtyard with specially  
designed walking paths and 
raised garden beds

ROOM TO MOVE, FREEDOM  

TO FLOURISH

     Nestled in the beautiful hills of Northern  
California between San Francisco and the capital 
city of Sacramento, The Bridge at Courtside 
Cottages in Vacaville is designed around our 
innovative “cottages” concept.

     Fifteen residents enjoy the comforts of  
home in a warm, welcoming and active setting. 
A common family room, quiet sitting area, 
central kitchen and family-style dining area 
complement private bedrooms.

     The Bridge concept gives residents with  
early-stage memory loss the care and security  
of a traditional assisted-living arrangement with 
the added bonus of our specialized memory 
support programs.

     Here they can enjoy creativity, choice and 
independence while living in a supportive  
community that connects them to their  
history, relationships and passions.


